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Purpose: To explore the experiences of those with musculoskeletal (MSK) pain, having received physical activity (PA) brief intervention by healthcare professionals; understanding how the advice was accepted and whether advice and signposting influenced change behaviour. It will examine whether individualised approaches were received and whether behaviour change (BC) interventions were supportive and resulted in PA levels in accordance with national guidelines.

Methods: Qualitative approach using semi-structured focus groups of 6. Public & Patient Involvement (PPI) was used to develop questions alongside the theoretical domain framework. A robust convenience sampling strategy was designed to target PPI groups (Cardiff University & Swansea University), through Twitter & Facebook linking in Cymru Versus Arthritis, Versus Arthritis, Health Care & Research Wales, NIHR and Cardiff University social media handles & platforms. Hashtags used were: #physicalactivityresearch, #physicalactivity & #loveactivity. Recruitment posters were also displayed in most Cardiff Community Hubs and Cardiff University Building on Heath Campus. Inclusion criteria required adults with MSK pain who had received brief intervention addressing improving physical activity.

Results: 7 volunteers expressed an initial interest from PPI groups. 4 were recruited. Two focus groups were conducted, in Cardiff and Swansea, in October 2019 with 2 participants in each. Non-attendance was 71%.

Further recruitment drive extended to include social media platforms.

Focus group numbers did not meet minimum levels anticipated. Further 50% of each conducted focus group did not meet the full inclusion criteria, resulting in discussion around exercise prescription and not PA brief interventions in keeping with national guidelines. Further recruitment methods did not result in further participants and significant blocks to recruitment were experienced.

Conclusion: The significant finding here is in the inability to successfully recruit appropriate participants to answer the proposed research question. This poses more questions about whether this the leading cause of a lack of published research targeting participant experiences with brief intervention and their resultant BC. BC is complex and changing PA levels requires complex and theoretically unpinned interventions ensuring they are appropriate and effective. Published research calls for the need to delve into PA in those with MSK pain and adherence to BC interventions. Simple quantitative outcome measures however cannot successfully measure the impact of BC interventions calling into question the evidence base around efficiency,
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness to be in question and often poor. Further qualitative data is required to explore this issue, but tackling recruitment is vital and requires support at local & national levels to explore the adequacy of BC interventions at changing physical activity behaviour to improve musculoskeletal pain and general health.

**Impact:** This study has supported a need for local and national level involvement to review and create channels for participant recruitment with fewer obstacles; such as collaborative ethics boards, to allow researchers to work across private, public and third sector to explore the impact of BC interventions of physical activity behaviour within the MSK pain population within Wales.
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